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Spring Weekend is here!! Enjoy the many attractions. See One Step Beyond 
for the schedule of events and more details
.  
Dollar Situation Looks Good 
Financial Aid Awards Out Soon 
Cummings and Sabelhaus Confident 
The 1983-1984 ASB budget has 
been proposed by the ASUPS Budget 
Committee. Many hours of hard 
work has produced a budget which 
Business Vice President Dan Cumm-
ings and Executive Vice President 
Holly Sabelhaus seem very confi-
dent about. 
The proposed budget will be 
presented to the Senate on Thursday 
night at 5:00 p.m. in Mc006. The 
Senate meeting was moved to 
Mc006 because of the expected 
large attendance. All students have 
been encouraged to attend to ensure 
that their needs are taken into ac-
count in determining how their 
money is spent. 
Some highlights of this year's pro-
posed budget are as follows: 
An increase in funding has been 
focused in the Media and Programs 
areas of ASUPS. Both Programs and 
Media each enjoy a healthy 3 per-
cent (of total budget) hike in fun-
ding. This means that Media will be 
allocated $4,740 more than last year 
and Programs will receive a 
generous increase of $4,340. 
Allocations to clubs will remain 
pretty much the same. The actual in-
crease of funding in this area of one 
third of a percentage point is 
reflected in actual dollars as only an 
$80 increase. 
A significant attempt was made to 
lower in-house expenses by cutting 
down on equipment purchases. This 
year's budget allocated less funds 
for equipment purchasing for a sav-
ings of $2,650. The other major area 
of cutting expenses in-house was in 
decreasing the salary of the ASB 
secretary. That position will take a 
salary cut of $1,480 All other paid 
ASB officers (President, Executive 
V.P, Business V.P., Senate Secretary 
and ASB accountant) received very 
moderate pay increases, however. In 
actual dollars, in-house expenses 
were $160 less than last year. 
Services and debt remained un-
changed for the most part. 
The other major changes in em-
phasis in this year's budget concerns 
the contingency reserve. This year's 
Budget Committee felt less need for 
a large buffer than in the past so 
allocated only 2 percent of the 
budget this year as opposed to 11 
percent last year. This means that 
ASB organizations that overspend 
their budgets or new clubs which 
may desire money will have to com-
pete for the $4,000 in contingency. 
This may be a risky situation if an 
emergency happened to crop up,  
but Business V.P. Dan Cummings 
feels confident that he will have a 
sufficient carry-over from last year 
to ensure an adequate buffer. 
This budget emphasizes the Pro-
grams and Media of ASB. Most all 
the increases in revenues and sav-
ings in expenses is reflected in in-
creases in the particular budgets of 
these areas. Particularly heavy win-
ners include: Lectures, Dances, 
Special Events, Cultural Events, The 
Trail, Tamanawas, and Cross Cur-
rents. Cummings feels that these 
areas are the real body of ASB and 
should be given more emphasis. 
A large burden was placed on this 
year's budget by the debt from four 
years ago which ASB is still paying 
off. ASB is paying off the last third of 
the debt this year - a dollar amount 
of $12,167.27. If all goes well for this 
administration, ASB should be out of 
the red for the first time in almost 
half a decade. 
The general outline of the propos-
ed budget is as follows: 
Clubs 	 8215.00 
In House 	 49,250.00 
Programs 	 77,840 00 
Media 	 62,500.00 
Services 	 12,100.00 
Debt 	 12,167.27 
Contingency 
Reserve 	 4077.73 
Total: 226,150.00 
This is only the Budget Commit-
tee's proposal, however. Changes 
may be made Thursday at the Senate 
meeting. The actual budget will be 
decided Thursday night. The Senate 
meeting will be open to the public 
and student input is being encourag-
..ed. (See related editorial on page 2.)  
munity, but this year seems to show 
a rebound. 
Actual available aid to UPS is ex-
pected to be up almost half a million 
dollars. This increase comes from in-
creased in UPS scholarships and 
grants and UPS non-work study 
employment, as well as expected in-
creases in Washington State Need 
Grants, Washington State Work 
Study and Federal Work Study. An 
optimistic Steve Thorndill, Director 
of Financial Aid, states, "It appears 
Congress is opening doors again on 
the work study program." 
Students are cautioned, however, 
from expecting that just because aid 
has increased, that their package 
will necessarily increase. Thorndill 
cautioned that many students are 
already maxed out in the amount of 
aid they are eligible for under UPS 
guidelines. This increase in aid, ac-
companied by a leveling off of the 
student population, means that 
those students who are experiencing 
the most difficulty will be the most 
likely to receive the additional aid. 
Some of this optimism about next 
year's financial aid situation is 
tempered by the possibility that the 
State of Washington may not in-
crease the Need Grant and Work 
Study programs as much as ex- 
continued on page 13 
Budget Proposal Out 
by Jerry Everard 
by Jerry Everard 
Financial Aid awards for 1983-84 
will be turning up in mail boxes in 
the next few weeks. The first batch 
of awards was sent to the mail room 
on Monday and students who com-
pleted the application process on 
time should expect to receive 
awards by May 13 at the latest. 
The Financial Aid situation does 
not appear as grave as was previous-
ly expected. When President Reagan 
came to office many people feared 
that drastic cuts would be made in 
student aid. Last year, in fact, the 
repercussions of government cut 
backs were felt in the collt.ge com- 
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EDITORIAL 
Role of ASUPS Monies In Club Allocations Questioned 
by Jerry Everard 
The proposed ASB budget for 
1983-84 was released last week with 
some disturbing figures. For the 
most part, the budget reflected well 
the needs of the student body. The 
exception to this comes however, 
when one looks into the club alloca-
tions. The actual percentage of the 
budget allocated clubs as a group 
did not change significantly (one 
third of a percentage point or 
$80.00). The distribution of that 4 
percent within the category itself did 
change significantly however. 
There was a tendency this year to 
cut allocations to clubs. Of the nine-
teen clubs involved in budget con-
siderations last year, thirteen of 
them were given less money or 
stayed the same and only six were 
given more. 
Club 	 Amount of Increase 
Pi Kappa Delta (forensics) $25.00 
Alpha Psi Omega (drama) $30.00 
SPTA $50.00 
FSU $150.00 
*Panhellenic $250.00 
*IFC $250.00 
What is disturbing here is that the 
two biggest winners are both Greek 
only organizations. By being Greek 
only, they automatically exclude 70 
percent of the UPS, fee-paying, stu-
dent body from participation in their  
organization. These clubs, which are 
open to only 30 percent of the stu-
dent population were given 66 per-
cent of the increase in funds (of 
funds given to continuing organiza-
tions). 
The question arises from these 
considerations, why these two clubs 
received such high allocations. In 
looking at the Criteria of Evaluation put 
out by ASUPS we find two criteria 
which are relevant here. 
Degree of student participation in 
its programs per dollar spent for the 
program; this includes the number 
of students served by the activity or 
event. 
Appeal to the student body 
through its activities and programs. 
It is obvious that neither of these 
two clubs meet this criteria in being 
exclusive. It appears that they do 
not satisfy the criteria of evaluation 
in some form .which is exceptional 
compared to other clubs submitting 
proposals. 
In looking at these clubs' pro-
posals, I discovered that they asked 
for money for the following pro-
grams: 
Greek Leadership Retreats 
IFC-Panhellenic "Gong Show" 
Junior Greek Council 
Inter-Greek Ball 
Jr. Greek Council "Sat. Seminar" 
Frat. & Sorority Awards Desserts 
It appears from the application of 
these clubs that the large allocations 
could not be justified on grounds 
that they will benefit the entire cam-
pus community. 
It appears from a quick review of 
the budget that these two Greek 
clubs gained far more money in 
allocations than is proportionate to 
their role or function on campus. 
With a trend towards cutting money 
from clubs who do not provide pro-
grams for a wide cross-section of the 
campus, it is utterly confusing why 
IFC and Panhellenic received such 
large increases. 
This proposed budget is a balanc-
ed one and provides proper em-
phasis for the most part, but as far as 
club allocations go, there is a very 
real bias. If IFC and Panhellenic are 
going to benefit the entire communi-
ty directly, then they should be 
given some money to carry out those 
programs (such as the Gong Show), if 
they are asking money for retreats, 
councils, banquets, desserts, and 
conferences which automatically ex-
clude 70 percent of the student body 
however, then such moneys cannot 
be justifiably given. ASB money 
should be used to mend the Greek/ 
Independent rift, not to promote ex-
clusiveness and broaden that gap. 
The argument that IFC and 
Panhellenic fall in the same 
classification Hui-O-Hawaii, BSU or 
FSU which tend to cater to one 
aspect of the population is bunk. 
Hui-O-Hawaii, BSU and FSU, though 
dominated by Hawaiians, Black 
Students and Females respectively, 
are not closed to all but those peo-
ple. There are no qualifications for 
belonging to any of these clubs, 
whereas to belong to IFC or 
Panhellenic one has to meet the 
criteria of being Greek. 
It seems odd that two clubs which 
so poorly meet the Criteria for evaluation 
were given the largest chunk of the 
increased allocations. These two 
clubs, which function many times as 
one have received $500.00 of the 
$755.00 of increased funds. I would 
encourage other students who feel 
this allocation of their money to be 
unfair, to voice that opinion Thurs-
day night before the Senate ratifies 
this budget. 
The other 70 percent of the stu-
dent body who are not getting their 
interests represented fairly here are 
invited to speak out Thursday, May 
5, at 5:00 p.m. in Mc006. 
A letter to UPS students: 
The 4-1-4 calendar at UPS in now a 
lame duck. Many of you as students 
are unhappy with the decision made 
by the faculty in the recent meetimig 
(4-26). You have raised some impor-
tant questions and reservations 
about making a shift to an early 
semester calendar. So have many 
faculty voiced concerns and raised 
questions. Those details will be 
worked out — not to everyone's 
satisfaction, perhaps — but they will 
be acted upon. 
You mourn the loss of certain 
kinds of learning experiences during 
a Winterim period. So do many 
faculty who voted this past week to 
move to a new calendar. They are 
willing to trade-off such experiences 
for what they perceive as other ad-
vantages and opportunities. 
You have expressed concern that 
student wishes were not heard, that 
student desires have not been listen-
ed to. Your particular class may not 
have had a great deal of input, but 
student reaction and preferences 
have been heard and have been con-
sidered. Many faculty have also 
tried to retain Winterim in some 
form, but their efforts and their 
wishes have not prevailed either. To 
be considered is not necessarily to 
be adopted. The faculty decision 
was not hasty. From their perspec- 
tive, this issue has spanned years of 
deliberation. Most of the arguments, 
pro and con, have been heard 
repeatedly. 
Some of my fondest memories of 
UPS are centered around Winterim 
experiences — experiences I am not 
likely to be able to repeat with an 
early semester calendar. However, I 
am not about to say or to think that 
the 4-1-4 calendar is the University 
of Puget Sound. Nor should you. The 
fact that UPS had a Winterim may 
have influenced your enrollment 
decision. You may have found the 
Winterim to be a highlight of each 
academic year. But hundreds of 
thousands, perhaps millions, of col-
lege students on other calendars 
think their system has great merit. 
I believe the faculty of this institu-
tion will work to make the new 
calendar useful and attractive. 
Students ought to make their voices 
heard as that system is designed. Let 
us mourn together the passing of 
Winterim and what it has provided. 
But let the mourning be brief, not 
followed by "sour grapes" feelings. 
Then let us work with a majority 
governance voice to design positive 
educational opportunities. 
With hope, 
Gary L. Peterson, Professor 
Communication & Theater Arts 
The Senate will meet on Thursday night, May 5 at 5:00 PM in 
Mc006 to discuss and vote on the 1983-84 ASB budget. All 
students who have an opinion on how nearly a quarter of a million 
dollars of student fees should be spent should attend this meeting 
and express that opinion. This year's budget does reflect a change 
in emphasis and it is important that students demonstrate their 
like or dislike of this change. All groups who have applied for funds 
must be at this meeting in order to defend their proposals otherwise 
their applications will be dropped! 
Winterim Funeral 
Procession Planned 
GOVERNMENT 
	 5 May, 1983 
Gunter Proposes UPS Seal Change 
by Jerry Everard 
In recent years, the current seal of 
the University has been criticized by 
some members of the community as 
being too crowded,busy and not tru-
ly representative of the University. 
Efforts were first made to create a 
shield which would adhere to the 
rules of heraldry in 1980. Due to 
disagreements between administra-
tion and those proposing the shield, 
the efforts were dropped. 
About 3 weeks ago, Dr. Craig 
Gunter resurrected those efforts, 
and has created a shield which has 
relevance to UPS and at the same 
time conforms to the rules of 
heraldry. The Blazon (the formal 
heraldic description) for the shield 
reads: "Azure, a bend Or; in Chief 
between two fir trees proper on 
open book proper edged and bound 
or thereon the Greek and Latin mot-
tos: Christ vs. Fundamentum and TWOS 
Td as.ra in base Mr. Rainier proper." 
This means that Mount Rainier is 
placed in the base of the shield in 
argent, the proper color. The book, 
which is a traditional symbol of 
University shields, is open on the 
Chief of the shield. The book is white 
with trim and binding in Or (gold). 
The two University mottos are on 
the open pages of the book. These 
mottos appear on the present seal. 
Senate 
The Senate meeting began Thurs-
day with Business Vice-President 
Dan Cummings in charge, as both 
President Pilcher and Executive 
Vice-President Sabelhaus were away 
at a Trustee Retreat. During ex-
ecutive reports Cummings announc-
ed that budget interviews are over. 
The formal Senate meeting on 
budgeting will be held at 5:00 p.m. 
today. All groups must have one 
representative present to receive 
funding. 
Intramural Director Tom Mays 
spoke to the Senate. He mentioned 
he would like to have closer com-
munication with Senate. He express- 
DR AsT1C 
The Latin motto is translated as 
"Christ is the foundation" and the 
Greek motto translates as "Attain to 
the highest." 
On either side of the book on the 
Chief are two Douglas Fir trees in 
Green and Brown. The Douglas Firs 
are representative of the Northwest 
where the school is located, and also 
represents their importance to the 
region. The Bend, or the band in the 
middle, is necessary to break the 
shield into its respective halves. The 
Bend is also in Or. 
At the bottom of the shield is add-
ed a scroll with the University's 
name and founding date on it. 
The background for the entire 
shield is Azure. This is the proper 
and logical color for a sky in 
heraldry. 
The mountain, mottos and trees 
are carryovers from the old shield. 
These were felt necessary carry-
overs in order to stress continuity 
from the old to the new. All the tinc-
tures are proper as would be ex-
pected with the Or bend adding 
warmth to the overall appearance. 
This shield is presently before the 
President and Student Senate to gain 
their opinion on it and the feasibility 
of incorporating it as a replacement 
for our present seal. 
Report 
ed his desire for a senator to sit on 
the IM Council. Apparently one used 
to, but there is no senator on the 
council presently. Mays mentioned 
the two openings presently in the 
Council - one sorority member and 
one independent male. 
R.E. Clenton Richardson, head of 
Special Events, gave a short pep talk 
for the senators about Spring 
Weekend. He showed the Senate the 
Spring Weekend T-shirts, mentioning 
senators can buy them for $2.00, 
which is less than the price for com-
mon students. R.E. expects Spring 
Weekend to be well-attended and an 
enjoyable cocurricular event. 
PIL_ A ST l c Winterim, 12, of the University of 
Puget Sound, died last Tuesday. 
Terminally ill, Winterim had hung 
onto its life for several years. In the 
Fall of 1981, it had gone into a coma. 
Through the sheer mastery of its 
wards and to the amazement of the 
doctors, Winterim came out of its 
coma stronger and more vitalized 
than in past years. 
Just as Winterim seemed to be 
recovering at the beginning of the 
New Year, it took a turn for the 
worse and entered another coma 
several weeks ago - never to return. 
The doctors, realizing Winterim's 
life could not continue at it was, 
turned off its life support systems. 
The wards struggled to save parts of 
Winterim to give new life to an ailing 
system. The doctors, knowing best, 
decided that none of Winterim's  
working functions were worth sav-
ing. Thus on Tuesday, April 26th, 
1983, Winterim's life was cut off in 
its prime at 4:30 PM PST. 
In memory of Winterim and the 
awakening it gave us all, a short 
memorial service will be held Friday, 
May 6th. The service will be open to 
the public. Funeral procession 
begins at 7:30 in the South Quad. It 
will then proceed to Union Avenue, 
down to 18th, and end at the Ander-
son/Langdon Quad. At that time, a 
few short eulogies will be given in 
honor of Winterim and ice cream 
will be served to those participating 
in the ceremony. Services will be 
concluded in time for Spring 
Weekend activities. In honor of 
Winterim's fight for life, all are ask-
ed to wear black on Friday, May 6th. 
RECORDS 
LPs — TAPES 
	
NEW — USED 
LARGE SELECTION OF PIPES 
NOVELTY SMOKING ITEMS 
2703 6th Ave. Corner of 6th & Oakes 
Mon. - Sat. 1-6 p.m. 
	 272-2886 
Easy Walking Distance From U.P.S. 
2570 N. Adams 
752-1438 
call O'Corrains 
Hair Design 
2520 N. Adams 
752-8046 
NEED A VACATION 
HAIRCUT OR PERM? 
FLYING HOME? 
BUY YOUR TICKETS AT 
GOLDEN RULE TRAVEL 
closest travel agency to campus 
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Letter From London Dear Editor, On March 4, we residents of Regester Hall had a Micronesian ex-
perience - a Yappese fund raising 
dinner. Many of you probably heard 
about it, but had no idea what it was, 
or for. Our purpose was to raise 
money for a new "used" piano. 
Since the university was not able to 
allocate funding, we decided to take 
on the challenge of getting our own 
piano. 
We catered our dinner for seventy 
guests; including President and Mrs. 
Phibbs, Trustee Merton Elliot, facul-
ty, family and friends. For a mere ten 
dollar donation guests feasted upon 
oriental chicken, fresh red snapper, 
spareribs, stir-fried vegetables and 
tropical fruit. 
All together forty-two students 
contributed in some way. Only 
students from Regester helped 
-that's what made it so special and 
fun. After two months of planning, 
and anxiety attacks, our team work 
payed off (literally) that Friday night. 
We seated the guests as they 
entered Kilworth Chapel. A few of 
our more musically inclined 
students entertained with a mixture 
of classical and contemporary music 
at the piano. Guests helped 
themselves to the buffet. After the 
feast, Mike Minginfel presented a 
colorful slideshow of Yap. Most of 
the guests had never heard of such a 
place. (Neither had we, until Mike 
moved into Regester.) The slide 
show was so successful, Mike was 
asked to present it to a local group 
in Tacoma. 
"I'm so impressed by the 
organization of the dinner and the 
professionalism. I never get service 
like I did, even at my favorite 
restaurant." 
"What a marvelous idea the 
students came up with. It's educa-
tional, cultural and entertaining, oh 
yes...and delicious." 
Yes we would do it over again, but 
we would start planning earlier in 
the year to avoid pressure. We 
decided we have enough pressure 
with classes and playful weekends. 
Also we would all enroll in Oriental 
Rice Cooking 101, taught by the 
Hawaiian Club. The night of the din-
ner we burned twenty pounds of 
oriental rice (or maybe we could just 
send out next time). We did learn 
that there is a major different bet-
ween Minute Rice and oriental rice, 
and to always have a contingency 
plan in case of emergencies. 
Despite the ritual rice burning, the 
dinner was a success. Never has 
there been anything like it on our 
campus. Hopefully we initiated a 
new trend of sharing between 
students and the campus communi-
ty. Not only did we raise over one 
thousand dollars, but we became 
closer as a living group, and we 
learned a lot about Yap. 
Regester now has a new "used" 
piano. We would like to thank all 
those who contributed and made 
this Yappese experience UPS history. 
Shannon Snyder 
Regester Hall 
PIZZA-EATING CONTEST! 
Friday, May 6th at 8:00 PM 
Circle K and Domino's are spon-
soring a pizza-eating contest. It will 
take place in the Anderson-Langdon 
Quad before 
th
e outside movie 
"Raiders of t e Lost Ark." It's not 
too late! Get your Spring Weekend 
off to a great start! Sign up your 
team of two at the Info Booth now! 
Entry fee is $3.00.  
by Maren Jones 
One does learn quite a bit about 
Britain on the ILACA London - Study 
- Abroad program. According to Tim 
McMahan, there are many in-
teresting comparisons and contrasts 
to make between the United States 
and England. Undoubtedly there are 
many interesting points to compare 
between the two nations concerning 
politics, history and economics. But 
I would like to go beyond these 
topics to cover the more frivolous 
subjects of slang words and fashion. 
I find it incredible how different 
the English language can be bet-
ween two countries. For instance, 
one never says, "Hi, how are you?" 
Instead "Hello Love" is used; short 
and simple. In the pub a "chap" will 
"chatt you up", and perhaps offer 
you and your "mates" a "fag." In 
other words guys try to pick you and 
your friends up by offering everyone 
a cigarette. 
In Britain babies don't wear 
diapers. Instead, they wear 
"nappies." Also, people wear 
"jumpers," not sweaters. It all can 
be very confusing trying to deter-
mine what really is being said. But, 
for the most part, it is all very 
humorous and proves to be a good 
Each year Gwen and Phil Phibbs 
gather the University community at 
their home to honor retiring faculty 
and staff members. The 1983 Retire-
ment Reception has been scheduled 
for Wednesday, May 11, 1983, from 
4:00 to 5:30 p.m. at the Phibbs' 
residence at 3500 North 18th Street. 
All University students, faculty, and 
staff are invited to attend. 
Those honored this year are: 
Maureen C. Bibler, who has retired 
from her position as Assistant Dean 
at the School of Law; Mary Fit-
zgerald, who is retiring from her 
position as Food Service Worker in 
the Food Service Department; Dr. 
Philip E. Hager, who is retiring from 
his position in the English Depart- 
laugh. 
Words are not the only entertain-
ing aspect of British society. Bizarre 
fashions are another definite thing 
that can't help but be noticed. Let 
me describe a "bloke" I saw on the 
"underground" the other day. Like 
hundreds of others he wore skin-
tight purple jeans which narrowed 
on the bottom. His black jacket was 
leather adorned with silver studs to 
match his silver-studded-wrist band. 
His ear was pierced four times on 
the right lobe. On his face he had a 
touch of blush on with black eye-
liner on the rims of his eyes. His hair 
was cut in the "stray-cats" style, 
bleached blonde on the tips. Of 
course, he was sheet-white with no 
muscle-tone whatsoever. Obviously, 
the "look" is very different to that 
which the American male strives to 
attain. 
Perhaps a few new words will be 
thrown around at the next all-
campus or maybe in Econ 110. In 
any case, there is much to be observ-
ed and noted when comparing and 
contrasting Britain and the United 
States. These differences are some 
of the most exciting and stimulating 
aspects of studying in London! 
ment; Dr. Paul H. Heppe, who is 
retiring from his position as Pro-
fessor and Chair in the Politics and 
Government Department; Lydia M. 
McKenney, who is retiring from her 
position as Cook's Helper in the 
Food Service Department; Ruth L. 
McVay, who is retiring from her posi-
tion as Assistant to the Business 
Manager at the School of Law; Dr. 
Esther B. Wagner, who is retiring 
from her position as Professor in the 
English Department. 
Please plan to attend the recep-
tion to extend your appreciation to 
these seven people who have con-
tributed so much to the University 
community. 
AIRLINE CAREERS 
University Graduates! Find out about 
the exciting career opportunities with 
over 50 Airlines! International Air 
Academy is now accepting candidates 
for June, July, and August! Join us 
for a FREE 2 hour orientation and 
discover the facts: SALARIES, TRAVEL 
BENEFITS, UPWARD MOBILITY, 
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS. 
TUESDAY, MAY 10 
SHERWOOD INN 
8402 S. Hosmer Street 
TACOMA 
4:00 P.M. or 7:00 P.M. 
International Air Academy 
Retirement Reception Next Week 
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Dear Tracy, 
Sorry about the tardiness of this 
letter. I would have called but I 
didn't have the money to reach out 
and touch you. Going to schools 
3,000 miles apart makes casual chats 
kind of expensive. I guess you will 
just have to suffer with one more let-
ter, for now. 
The air is getting tense here at 
UPS. Classes are finishing next week 
with finals the following week. Stu-
dying is very important at times like 
these. I have enclosed a photo of our 
study group hard at work. If you will 
notice, we go outside to read on sun-
ny days. The weather adds to the 
learning environment. By the way, 
you will also notice our own in-
genious way of passing study notes 
from one study group to another 
--those are not frisbees. 
It will be nice to get back home 
and see all the old high school gang 
again. I especially can't wait to see 
you again. This will be the first time 
since last summer we were in the 
same city at the same time. I guess 
college splits apart most everybody. 
But I suppose every college kid has 
one particularly favorite pen pal. 
Wherever they are in the country, or 
the world for that matter, they seem 
to keep writing. Often, you can 
become so accustomed to writing, 
you are at a loss of words when you 
meet face-to-face again. You also 
get to know the person better 
through letters. You can say things 
on paper that you would never have 
the nerve to say aloud. I guess there 
is no doubt, you are my particularly 
favorite pen pal. 
While it will be nice to be home 
again, it will be sad to leave this 
place. You do not live with people 
for nine months a year and just drive 
away waving. I have been trying to 
sort out my desk - you know - what 
to keep, what to throw away. 
Photographs of friends. Post cards 
never sent. Stickers. Notes slipped 
under the door while I was out. You 
know yourself that I find it hard to 
throw away momentos, however 
worthless they are. 
I began to return my library 
books. I found one on da Vinci I had 
been looking for since November. It 
was in the middle drawer of my desk 
posing as a false bottom. I have no 
idea what the overdue charge will 
be. Just pray I have enough money 
to pay it and get home, too. If not, 
one has got to take priority over the 
other and I do not suppose the 
school will give me the choice of 
which one it will be. 
We will be having one last party 
before we leave here to say good-
bye to friends, collect addresses, 
and contrive new plots to aggravate 
next year's freshmen. Then we will 
all file out of the buildings and 
dissipate into the countryside. 
Dissipate. That is a good word. Re-
mind me to use it more often. 
Oh! While making a chicken sand-
wich at work a few days back, I 
thought of an "intellectual joke." 
My justification is that intelligent 
people would laugh. So far only one 
person has been brave enough not 
to. Q: "What happened when the 
censorship board threatened to 
close down all libraries that had old 
English literature on their shelves?" 
A: "It scared the Dickens out of 
them." 
Well, I hear the study group 
shouting at me to go outside and 
throw some notes around the front 
lawn. Take care of yourself until we 
see each other again. I am going to 
miss this place a bit, but I guess I 
shouldn't let it bother me so. Most of 
us will be back in four short months. 
However, I will see you for four 
short months and then miss you for 
eight more. Alas, the life of a pen 
pal. 
With love, 
Ben 
P.S. In the enclosed photo, the four 
people of our study group who look 
like they are discussing the 
philosophical works of Hume and 
Descartes are actually sunbathing. 
by Steve Campion 
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UPS Events Fight Hunger 
Help support a war in which both 
sides win - the war against hunger. 
Next week, May 9-13, UPS 
students, faculty, and staff will have 
an opportunity to join in the fight 
against hunger. The Hunger Task 
Force, along with the UPS Bookstore 
and Campus Films, is sponsoring two 
events that will benefit the Fish Food 
Bank in the northwest Tacoma area. 
By arrangement with Campus 
Films, everyone who attends any of 
the Friday, May 13, showings of Ar-
thur will help the Food Bank. People 
who bring a can of food will pay on-
ly 50 cents to see the movie. Those 
who cannot bring food will pay the 
regular admission price, 25 cents of 
which will be given to the Food 
Bank. 
A food drive will run Monday 
through Friday in the upstairs SUB 
Bookstore. Any kind of can or 
packaged food, along with cash 
donations, are welcome. The 
Bookstore is offering 10 percent dis-
count coupons in return for all con-
tributions. Money jars will also be 
set up in the Library, Info Booth, and 
tunnels. 
The Hunger Task Force would like 
to encourage all donations of any 
size or amount. The average cost per 
person of an emergency three-day 
food box is $3.64, which breaks 
down to 40 cents per meal. In the 
war against hunger, every penny tru-
ly does count. 
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GRADUATING SENIORS!!! 
Please complete the hometown release 
form included in your commencement 
packet, and forward to the Public Rela -  
tions Office in 205 Jones Hall im - 
mediately. Let "the folks" know what 
you 've been up to for the past four 
years ! .. / 
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THE UNIVERSITY A Continuing Series on Matters Concerning UPS 
Clenton Expounds Upon Spring Weekend Plans 
"This is going to be history...the first 
time ever that there will be fireworks 
at UPS." 
—R.E. Clenton Richardson 
Take a look outside the nearest 
window and direct your attention to 
the University of Puget Sound cam-
pus. What do you see? A low rolling 
vista of Tudor brick buildings fre-
quented by Elizabethan-era descen-
dants with Victorian values lies in 
state: an eighty acre, antiseptic 
vacuum. 
Come Friday, however, R.E. Clen-
ton Richardson and a band of twelve 
hope that seven months of hard 
work can rock the campus out of its 
sleep for a three day festival entitled 
"UPS Spring Weekend 1983." 
This year's Spring Weekend pro-
mises to be "the biggest and the 
best" according to the chairman of 
the Special Events Committee. 
Richardson, his core committee of 
twelve students and more than 
eighty-five others have snared the 
sponsorship of Pacific Coca-Cola 
Bottling Company in helping launch 
programs which will cost in excess of 
$10,000 to produce, "or $9,000 more 
than any previous Spring Weekend 
has cost," says Richardson. 
He feels the cost will be justified 
by the fun and smiles students will 
reap from the slate of events 
scheduled: a campus carnival, an 
outdoor showing of the film 
"Raiders of the Lost Ark", a three-
mile run, a log chopping, a keg toss, 
a greased pole climb, some ice block 
races, some cross-cut sawing, an axe-
throwing contest, a tug-o'-war, some 
hot air balloon rides, volleyball tour-
naments, an outdoor dinner, a lip-
synch contest, a new wave dance, 
and of course, the fireworks. Actual-
ly, the festival begins with tonight's 
Jeff Lorber Fusion concert, slated for 
an 8:00 start in the Fieldhouse. 
Richardson says that the previous 
student participation high numbered 
about 250, but this year expectations 
are that "maybe two or possibly 
three times that number will par-
ticipate in the field events." Most of 
the traditional sporting events will 
take place Friday and Saturday 
afternoons, starting tomorrow at 
3:00 when the carnival, complete 
with rides like the Scrambler and 
Paratrooper, opens at Todd Field. 
Rides will cost 35 cents each, or 6 
rides for $2.50. Excepting that and 
the Lorber concert, for which tickets 
are $6.00, or $5.50 for students with 
I.D., all Spring Weekend activities 
will be free of charge to the UPS stu-
dent body, faculty and staff (im-
mediate families included). Because 
of the University's qualms with the 
potential security problems arising 
with the prospect of a "public is in-
vited" policy, all Spring Weekend 
activities are designed for UPS 
students only. (The Billy Rancher 
dance to follow the Lip-Synch con-
cert is open to non-UPS students for 
the price of a $6 ticket at the door.) 
Operating on a $4,000 budget and 
donated products and services, the 
Special Events Committee hopes 
that it can stage this multi-ring cir-
cus without a hitch. The standard 
campus alcohol policy will be en-
forced at all events, and in addition 
to the Safety and Security force pre-
sent will be eight plain-clothes 
police officers. Richardson has 
received word from the powers-that- 
by Marlene Dean 
"We're making history!" said 
Special Events Committee Chairman 
R.E. Clenton Richardson. "Spring 
Weekend is going to be big and in-
credible. We're spending big bucks 
so students can get rowdy and have 
fun!" Members Melinda Wiltrout, 
Suzann Crocker, Mike Shepard and 
Chairman R.E. Clenton Richardson 
have put in 7 months of hard work 
and approximately $15,000 to make 
this weekend possible. The concept 
of this weekend is to have fun but 
not to be destructive. This weekend 
is an experiment that will hopefully 
set the trend for many Spring 
Weekends to come. 
Starting Saturday morning, 11:30 
a.m., the first of 9 sports events will 
begin. Each event is spaced 30 
minutes apart and will continue 
throughout the afternoon until 
everyone interested in the events 
has participated. Participation is the 
key to the success of Spring 
Weekend, and the Special Events 
Committee along with several living 
groups have been working hard to 
ensure that the Weekend will be a 
success. "I've used the participation 
of the living groups as a barometer. 
Students from University Hall, AIL, 
Regester, Harrington and Todd Hall 
have worked very hard to make Spr-
ing Weekend a success," said 
Richardson. 
Spring Weekend, which was once 
called Greek Week, Logger Days and 
Spring Fling, is a celebration that has 
been going on for 28 years. It was 
founded by the Greeks and passed 
on so that all students could enjoy 
the activities. The Special Events 
Committee has revitalized many if 
the traditional events such as the 
Log Chopping, the Axe Throw and 
the Cross Cut Sawing to accompany 
the current events such as the 3 Mile 
Jog, Tug of War and the Keg Toss. 
Many of the events are dangerous  
be that Spring Weekend 1983 "is an 
experimental weekend. Anything 
that happens this weekend will have 
a bearing on what happens next year 
and years afterward." So he hopes 
that good conduct will be the order 
of the day. 
Richardson knows about the 
festivities on other campuses: 
"Chico State has its Fiesta Days, 
UCLA its Bruin Days and Southern 
Cal has Trojan Week. My old high 
school used to have a country fair 
and from there I've gotten some 
ideas for this weekend. But this is 
the biggest weekend this university 
has ever had. Seeing the smiles on 
student's faces, watching them have 
some fun...that's the best payment I 
could ever ask for." 
Over the next seventy-two hours, 
Richardson just might reap some 
benefits. 
and for this reason, the alcohol 
policy will be 'strictly' enforced. 
"Legs can be cut or broken or 
serious rope burns can occur during 
several events so soberness is impor-
tant," said Richardson. "You can't 
be 'smashed' and go out chopping a 
log! We want everyone to have fun 
but be aware we're adults." The 
Committee has also taken special 
precautions to prevent injuries. 25 
bales of hay have been made into a 
hay wall to catch incorrectly thrown 
axes, and outside equipment such as 
spiked shoes, platforms, etc. have 
been prohibited. 
The rules of the different events 
are difficult because the members of 
the Committee want the participants 
to have a challenge and to think 
about what they're doing. 
Spring Weekend sports are going 
to be a lot of fun! So grab your ten- 
. 
nis shoes and several friends to test 
your athletic ability! 
Committee Offers Awesome Events 
Thursday, May 5 
8:00 pm Concert. Jeff Lorber Fusion 
Friday, May 6 
3:00 pm Carnival begins 
4:00 pm Volleyball Preliminaries 
9:00 pm Outdoor Movie: Raiders 
11:00 pm Fireworks Show 
12:30 pm Carnival Closes 
Indiana Jones—the new hero 
from the creators of JAWS and STAR WARS. 
ENTERTAINMENT Co 
THE TRAIL 	 •' 
Thursday, May 5th 
SPECIAL 
PRING WEEKEND 
Saturday, May 7 
10:00 am Carnival begins 
11:30 am Three Mile Run 
12:30 am Log Chopping 
1:00 pm Keg Toss 
1:30 pm Greased Pole Climb 
2:00 pm Ice Blocking 
2:30 pm Cross-cut Sawing 
2:30 pm Balloon Release 
3:00 pm Axe Throw 
3:30 pm Tug-O'-War 
4:00 pm Hot Air Balloon Rides 
4:00 pm Volleyball Semi-finals/finals 
4:30 pm Outdoor picnic with Vashimba 
8:00 pm Lip Synch Contest and immediately follow-
ing a Dance with Billy Rancher and the Unreal Gods 
see the Spring Weekend Program. 
Billy Rancher 
the Unreal Gods 
Schedule of Events 
THE SEATTLE FOLKLORE SOCIETY • KJZZ • & THE JOLLY ROGER ROADHOUSE ANNOUNCE 
BLUES 
UNT 
a film by JOE VINIKOW narration by TM MAHAL. 
peel perforrnonm 
UGHTNIN HOPKINS • ELIZABETH COTTEN • SONNY TERRY & BROWNIE folcGHEE 
SON HOUSE • FURRY LEWIS • BUKKA WHITE • MANCE UPSCOMB • LEADBELLY 
REV. GARY DAVIS • JOHN LEE HOOKER • FRED AkDOWELL • JESSE FULLER 
JOHN JACKSON • MAME SMITH • BC JOE WILLIAMS • JOHNNY SHINES 
SAM CHATMON • JOHN CEPHAS • GEORGIA SEA ISLAM SINGERS ,.d moor 
WORLD PREMIERE 
THURSDAY, MAY 5th• ?& 9 PM 
BROADWAY PERFORMANCE HALL 
1701 Broadway, Seattle 
$6/Gemeral, SS/Folklore Solely menthe= $71$6 at the door 
Advance taloa for premiere and champagne recepoon: 	 Twin.: GLOBE Byoksi+orD,x: 248) 
BUDS 
JOLLY 	 SO 6260445 
Tritest at the door $41Gennal. $3 50fSFS, $2166. ammo 
INFORMATION: 782-0505 
ROGER 	 sg-t4 Cao 524747aREC  
RAP= SANDW1Cil CO O L E* ' 7 7514069 
SHOWINGS CONTINUE 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY, MAY 6 - 8: 7 & 9PM 
SAT & SUN. MATINEE: 3PM 
2/ 61 STEP BEYON Thursday, May 5th I 
CONCERT 
JEFF LORBER 
FUSION 
MAY 5th AT UPS 
Take a funky beat, add some mellow jazz 
riffs, maybe a hint of rhythm and blues, and 
you've got fusion jazz. Arista recording artist 
The Jeff Lorber Fusion will perform their only 
Northwest concert Thursday, May 5 at UPS. 
The 8 pm concert is at the UPS 
Fieldhouse. Admission is $6. 
Lorber has achieved national attention with 
the five albums he has released. The last 
album, "Galaxian, " was named 1981 top 
jazz album by a group by Record World 
magazine, which also voted Lorber's band 
the number two jazz group for that year. The 
newest release, "It 's A Fact, " a mixture of 
moods from melodic instrumentals to solid 
funk, features Kenny Gorelick on woodwinds 
and saxaphone. Gorelick will be appearing 
with Lorber at UPS. 
Before making his home in Portland, 
Oregon, Lorber spent a year at the Berkeley 
School of Music, which is noted for its jazz 
orientation. He later studied privately with 
such pianists and composers as Ray Santisi, 
Madam Chaloff and Ran Blake. 
Concert tickets are available at all Bass 
ticket outlets and the UPS Information center. 
This concert is sponsored by the ASUPS 
Popular Entertainment Committee. For more 
information, call 756-3366. 
THEATER 
REV!EW  
A Midsummer 
Night's Dream 
at UPS 
by Nancy Vreeland 
William Shakespeare's bittersweet comedy 
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" opened its 
three weekend fun last week at the Inside 
Theater. If you have not previously attended 
a play here, this fine rendition should mark 
your first appearance in the Theater, and if 
you have enjoyed the Theater's works 
before, do add this to your list of "must  
sees. 	 Revitalizing and delightful, this play 
will surely entertain even the critical theater 
goer. 
The play is a lighthearted look at love and 
the joys and difficulties arising when that love 
is shared or unrequited. The play is 
dreamlike, in that the use of magic potions 
acts as a catalyst for the players to fall in and 
out of love. In this respect, Puck acts as a sort 
of Cupid, instigator of entanglements. As the 
play opens, all is well in a "romantic 
utopia, " but as Puck becomes confused and 
starts using the magic potion unjudiciously, 
the previously happy couples inadvertently 
fall out of love with their partner, and fall in 
love with someone else. As the play pro-
gresses, the entanglements become more 
complex, and it is only after much cavorting 
and subtle chaos that Puck restores the har-
mony by counteracting the potions. 
The story is playful and cheery, and the 
players, with their energetic and whimsical 
acting, created an enigmatic response from 
the audience. The story line requires vivacity, 
and indeed the actors supplied more than am-
ple liveliness. One could easily see that they 
really enjoyed being on stage, and their en-
thusiasm was contagious. 
There were many unique and delightful 
touches, seemingly minor, but together 
creating an even more jovial atmosphere. 
Throughout the play we were serenaded by a 
single guitar. This guitar helped set the tone, 
for it complemented the action taking place, 
either with romping melodies or subtle strum-
ming. The set design was also unique. 
Suspended from the ceiling of the stage were 
ropes and hammock type enclosures, which 
the characters used freely. The ropes were us-
ed to enter and exit, swinging in Tarzanesque 
fashion, and when in a dream sequence, the 
players suspended themselves in the ham-
mocks as if they were omniscient beings. 
There was actually no aspect of the pro-
duction that was unprofessional: all those in-
volved deserve a hearty round of applause for 
their efforts. 
With just two more weeks remaining in 
the semester before finals, and the heavy 
work load no doubt coming to a peak, now 
would be an ideal time to take a few hours to 
relax and depart from the academic grind. For 
a comic respite, see "A Midsummer Night's 
Dream" - you owe it to yourself for an even-
ing of delightful entertainment, and for the 
opportunity of seeing some wonderfully 
talented people in action. 
DANCE 
Spectrum Dance Theater and the Green 
River Dance Company invite you to attend 
their joint recital, Saturday, May 7th, at 8 
pm in the Green River Performing Arts 
Building. 
Spectrum, a new high energy dance com-
pany, has been gaining attention in the 
Northwest for its ability to present a variety  
of styles. Their May 7th performance will in-
clude jazz and multi-media abstractions 
through works choreographed by Carol 
Thaler, Dale Merrill, Suzanne Duckworth 
and Jenny Hillock. Spectrum dancers are 
Carol Borgman, Raymond Sexton, Dale Mer-
rill, Suzanne Duckworth, Carol Thaler, and 
Jenny Hillock, who is also director of the 
Green River Dance Company. 
Here is an opportunity for area dance 
students, directors and enthusiasts to see a 
professional Seattle dance troupe at a very 
reasonable price. Tickets are $2 for students 
and $3 for non-students. For ticket informa-
tion, contact Green River Community Col-
lege Student Programs Ticket Office at 
833-9111, ext. 337 (Auburn); 924-0180, 
ext. 337 (Tacoma); or 464-6133, ext. 337 
(Seattle). 
THEATER  
The Prisoner of 
Second Avenue 
at the U of W 
"The Prisoner of Second Avenue" a 
modein hit comedy by the creator of "The 
Odd Couple, " comes to life in a University 
of Washington School of Drama production 
May 10-21 at 8 P.M. in the UW Showboat 
Theater. There will be no performance on 
Monday, May 16. 
A prime example of Simon's urban 
"gallows humor, " "The Prisoner of Second 
Avenue" tells the story of Mel, an advertis-
ing man, and his wife, Edna, who became the 
victims of the mounting horrors of life in the 
Big Apple. Everything that could possibly go 
wrong, does -- Mel loses his job; his house is 
robbed; his neighbor assaults him with a 
bucket of water. But these dark circumstances 
give rise to Simon's hilarious one-liners. 
Director Timothy James Bond sees the play 
as a satirical look at the American Dream 
gone haywire. "In the end, " says Bond, 
"Mel becomes a prisoner of a system that 
will not allow him to work. " "Prisoner" 
was a smash on Broadway when it opened in 
1971 starring Peter Falk and staged by Mike 
Nichols. 
The principle characters in this production, 
Mel and Edna, will be played by William 
A. J. Kennedy and Cynthia Rose. The cast 
also includes: John Murray, Rebecca 
Rosenbloom, Erika Naj and Ginny L. 
Atkison. 
Tickets are $4 Sunday-Thursday, $5 Fri-
day and Saturday. Students and seniors are 
eligible for a $1 discount each night. Tickets 
are available at the UW Arts Ticket Office, 
4001 University Way N.E., or call 
543-4880. 
The Freighthouse Theater will be holding 
auditions for Series VIII on May 8th and 9th 
at 7:30 PM. This series will include 
"Becket" by Jean Anouilh, "The Runner 
Stumbles" by Milan Stitt and "Equis" by 
Peter Shaffer. The series opens August 18th 
and runs through October 8th. The 
Freighthouse Theater is located at 414 East 
"D" Street two blocks from the Tacoma 
Dome. For additional informatoin, please call 
272-5556. 
wonderful opportuni y to get a head start in 
understanding this nonumental artistic ac-
complishment. 
The charge of $5 per person will go to 
Tacoma Pierce Cou my Opera to promote 
future productions a t the newly remodeled 
Pantages Center. 
For further inform : ttion, call 756-3950. 
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CONCERT  
Golden Bough 
A Benefit for 
the Antique Sandwich 
Company 
A benefit concert tor the Antique Sandwich 
Company, which was put out of business by 
fire on April 30, will be held at the Unitarian 
Church, 5502 South 12th Street, Tacoma, 
on Friday, May 6 at 8:00 p.m. Any donation 
accepted. $5.00 requested. 
Music will be presented by Golden Bough. 
a San Francisco Bay Area quartet, specializing 
in Celtic and original folk music. The group, 
originally scheduled to perform at The Anti-
que on May 6, combines 3 and 4 part vocal 
harmonies with an array of musical in-
struments, including: guitar, mandolas, man-
dolins, recorder, whistle, violin, cello, flute, 
Celtic harp and accordian. The members of 
Golden Bough, Paul Espinoza, Margie 
Butler, Lief Sorbye and Florie Brown, con-
sider The Antique Sandwich Co. as one of 
their favorite performance places during their 
Oregon and Washington tours. 
Also performing will be Magical Strings 
a local duo, combining harp and hammered 
dulcimer. The husband and wife team, Pam 
and Phil Boudling, performed regularly at The 
Sandwich Co., as well as providing harp and 
hammered dulcimer lessons there. The pro-
ceeds from the benefit will be going to the 
rebuilding of the Antique Sandwich Co. The 
cafe, which is located on 5102 Pearl St.. has 
Provided the community with excellent local 
and touring musicians in a comfortable. 
homey atmosphere for several years. 
Golden Bough and Magical Strings, who 
both consider The Antique a sort of second 
home, have put together the benefit concert 
not only to raise a little money to help rebuild 
the cafe but also to gather community support 
for the Antique Sandwich Company. 
For more information, contact Golden 
Bough at 565-4621 or Magical Strings at 
857-2901. 
OPERA  
Carmine Burana 
May 6 
The University of Puget Sound/Tacoma 
Civic Chorus will perform the popular 
dramatic choral work "Carmine Burana" Fri-
day, May 6 in Tacoma. 
Admission to the 8 p.m. concert, at First 
United Methodist Church, 423 S. K St., is 
$2. 
Written by 20th-century German com-
poser Carl Orff, "Carmina Burana" is drawn 
from a collection of Late Middle Ages songs 
and poems written by wandering students, 
vagabond poets and runaway monks. The 
now-famous literature was discovered in an 
ancient Bavarian monastery in 1803. 
Traditionally presented in concert, "Car-
mina Burana" will be presented by the 
130-member Civic Chorus; a 50-member 
boys' chorus drawn from Tacoma elementary 
schools and directed by UPS faculty member 
Sylvia Munsen; a percussion ensemble from 
the UPS School of Music directed by Phillip 
Hanson; pianists Tim Bozarth and David 
York; and three professional soloists: 
Marianne Weltmann, soprano; Erich Parce, 
baritone and Thomas Goleeke, tenor. Paul 
W. Schultz conducts. 
The colorful piece is presented in three sec-
tions, which are introduced and concluded by 
an impassioned invocation to Fortune, Em-
press of the World. The first, "In the 
Spring, " includes folk-like melodies and the 
prose rhythms associated with the Gregorian 
chant. Highlights of the earthy "In the 
Tavern" are a parody of Gregorian chants 
performed by baritone Erich Parce, and a live-
ly tavern song for male chorus. The boys' 
chorus joins with soprano Marianne a lively 
tavern song for male chorus. The boys' 
chorus joins with soprano Marianne 
Weltmann in "The Court of Love, " creating 
a vivid contrast in sound. 
A regular soloist with the Seattle Opera, 
baritone Erich Parce has sung more than 20 
leading roles since his operatic debut at the 
Banff Festival in 1975. 
  Parce has won first 
place in both Metropolitan Opera and San 
Francisco Opera auditions. In the upcoming 
Seattle opera season, Parce will sing Ned 
Keene with Jon Vickers in "Peter Grimes. " 
Soprano Marianne Weltmann, who trained 
at the Juilliard School of Music, has made 
numerous solo appearances throughout the 
United States and Europe. Locally, she has 
sung with the Seattle and Tacoma sym-
phonies. A native of Germany, Weltmann is 
on the faculty of the UPS School of Music and 
gives master classes in vocal repertoire in 
Seattle. 
Goleeke, a well-known concert vocalist in 
the Northwest as well as professor of music at 
UPS, has performed at San Francisco's 
Goethe Institute and appeared at the Carmel 
(Calif.) and Abbey (Ore.) Bach festivals. He 
has appeared with the Oregon, Tacoma and 
Spokane symphonies and with the Northwest 
Chamber Orchestra. 
Conductor Schultz, who also conducts the 
Adelphian Concert Choir, is Chairman of 
Choral Organizations and associate professor 
at the University of Puget Sound School of 
Music. Schultz also serves on the National 
Board of Directors of the Intercollegiate 
Musical Council. 
Tickets are available from the Tacoma 
Bon, the UPS School of Music, and at the 
door. 
For more information, call 756-3253. 
Wagner's Ring 
Cycle 
May 11th 
Tacoma Pierce County Opera, with the 
cooperation of the University of Puget 
Sound, will sponsor an evening of 
"Wagner's Ring Cycle" in lecture and slides 
on Wednesday, May 11. This presentation 
will take place in the Kilworth Chapel at 7:00 
p.m. 
Dr. Norman Heimgartner, Professor of 
Educ:-!ion at UPS and an active member of 
Seattle Opera's Education Committee, will 
make the presentation. The slide show is the 
outcome of a grant from the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities and has been chosen 
as one of the best NEH projects to focus on 
the history of music and music criticism. 
In addition to his work at UPS and with 
the Seattle Opera, Dr. Heimgartner serves on 
the board of the Tacoma Pierce County 
Opera. This 2-hour slide show is being given 
as a fund-raising event, with all proceeds go-
ing to benefit Tacoma Pierce County Opera. 
With Seattle Opera annually presenting 
the complete cycle of four operas, this is a  
chorale concludes the evening with Lloyd 
Pfautsch's "I'll Praise My Maker, " accom-
panied by the brass ensemble. 
Neil Smith, a music educator for the 
Tacoma School District, received his 
bachelor's degree from Hardin-Simmons Col-
lege in Texas, and his master's degree in 
music education from the University of Puget 
Sound. 
Sylvia Munsen, assistant professor of 
music and Chair of Music Education at UPS, 
administers and teaches in both undergraduate 
and graduate music education programs at 
UPS. She received her bachelor's in music 
education from St. Olaf College, Northfield, 
Minn., her master's in music education from 
the University of Illinois, and is a doctoral 
candidate at the University of Illinois. 
For more information, call 756-3253. 
SPRING WEEKEND 
DANCE: 
"Billy Rancher and the Unreal Gods, br-
ing some righteous piano music to UPS on 
Saturday, May 7th, immediately following 
Lip-Synch. This five piece band from 
Portland, Oregon has shared bills with top 
groups such as the Stray Cats, Bow Wow 
Wow and Peter Tosh. 
ONCERT 
There will be a recital of 
contemporary works by 
students on Tuesday, May 
10th, at 12:10 p.m., in 
Jacobsen Recital Hall. 
FIESTA DAYS 
CINCO DE MAYO 
THURSDAY MAY 5th. 
Special Mexican Entree in the dining room 
Live Music in the lounge 
Specialty Tequila Drinks 99c 
Upsidedown Margartitas 50c 
Costume Contest in the lounge(100$ first prize) 
(for the most outrageous Mexican Costume) 
2115 N. 30th 
	
272-4474 
UNCLE BONSAI 
4/ 1 STEP BEYOND 
UPS ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR 
401000, 
Sunday, May 8th 	 Monday, May 9th 
Campus Film/Raiders of the Lost Concert/University Chorale 
Ark/6 and 8:30 pm/Tickets:, Women's Chorus/8 pm/Kilworth/ 
Students 75 cents, General see article 
$1.50/see article 
 
Tuesday, May 10th 
SPRING WEEKEND 
See Schedule 
Friday, May 6th 	 Saturday, May 7th 
Spring Weekend. See Schedule 
Showcase/Eric Park/12 
noon/SUB Snack Bar/see article 
Campus Film/Raiders of the Lost 
Ark/9 pm/AL Quad/free/see arti-
cle 
Theatre/A Midsummer Night's 
Dream/8 pm/Inside Theatre/Tic-
ketse: Students $3, General $4/ 
see article 
Concert/Golden Bough/Benefit 
for the Antique/8 pm/Unitarian 
Church/see article 
Wednesday, May 11th 
Concert/UPS Jazz Band/8 pm/ 
Inside Theatre 
Spring Weekend. See Schedule 
Campus Film/Raiders of the Lost 
Ark/6, 8:30 and 11 pm/Tickets: 
Students 75 cents, General 
$1.50/see article 
Theatre/A Midsummer Night's 
Dream/8 pm/Inside Theatre/Tic-
kets: Students $3, General 
$4/see article 
Thursday, May 12th 
Showcase and The Cellar/Uncle 
*Bonsai/7 pm/In the Cellar/free/ 
cee article 
Concert/University Madrigal Sin-
gers/8 pm/Jacobsen 
Thursday, May 5th 
Concert/The Jeff Lorber Fusion 
featuring Kenny G/8 pm/Field-
house/Tickets: Students $3.50, 
General $6/see article. 
Campus Film 
Indiana Jones—the new hero 
from the creators of JAWS and STAR WARS. 
Raiders of the Lost Ark leaves you 
breathless. Its spirit is straight from the days 
thrilling matinee classics when movies were 
movies, when men were men, and women 
were women. Indiana Jones, who with his 
spunky girlfriend battle foes of every shape, 
size and description to keep the mysterious 
Lost Ark out of Hitler's hands. 
Showtimes: Friday, 9 p.m., outside in 
A/L Quad, Saturday 6, 8:30 & 11 and Sun-
day 6 & 8:30, Mc006. 
SHOWCASE AND THE CELLAR  
Showcase and The Cellar present their last 
joint show of the year when Uncle Bonsai 
comes back by special request to do a two 
hour show on Thursday 12th May in the 
Cellar at 7 p.m. 
If you have not seen this group before, you 
will really want to catch their Reggae song 
about a whale, or their tribute to Walt 
Disney. 
This group is professional, wonderful on har- 
monies and great fun to watch - so turn up! 
THE 
PIZZA 
ANSWER 
• FRE E  
DELIVERY 
THINK PIZZA,THINK PIZZA ANSWER 
r 
$1.50 OFF 
ANY 16" 
$1.00 OFF 
ANY 14" 
FREE 
PEPPERONI 
ON ANY 12' 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA :ONE COUPON PER PIZZA' ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
627-8844 
EXP 6/2/83 EXP 6/2/83 : 
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Professor Jeff Bland -- Nutritionist-In- Residence 
by Linda Keefer 
Over in Thompson 234 is the of- 
-. 
f ice of Chemistry Professor Jeff 
Bland. When not at U.P.S., Prof. 
Bland spends much of his time on 
the road, travelling over 100,000 
miles a year. His "field general" 
Mary Ludlow, a spry woman of 
seventy-two years of age, takes 
charge of four secretaries working 
for Prof. Bland An agent arranges all 
his scheduling. 
Who is this celebrity from U.P.S.? 
Outside of his activities as a 
Chemistry instructor, Prof. Jeff 
Bland is a top nutritionist in the na- 
g! 
tion. He has appeared on most of the 
major television talk shows and has 
written forty-three research articles 
and three books. 
His latest claim-to-fame is work-
ing with the U.S. Olympic Commit-
tee in California as a nutritionist for 
the athletes. He was chosen for the 
position by the President of the 
Olympic Sports Medicine Commit-
tee, an old acquaintance of his. 
His job is one of "evaluating nutri-
tion as it applied to optimal perfor- 
r  This involves working with 
exercise and track physiologists to 
design a program of nutrition based 
on each athlete's specific re-
quirements. Judging by an athlete's 
performance and biochemical 
testing of urine, saliva, and blood 
samples, a nutrition program is built 
to optimize an athlete's perfor-
mance. 
Aside from being an Olympic 
nutritionist, Prof. Jeff Bland also 
serves on several committees. Cur-
rently, he is a member of the Council 
for Responsible Nutrition, which 
assists the F.D.A. in regulating and 
1.1-sehn. products. He is the presi-
dent of the Northwest Academy of 
Preventive Medicine, and he is the 
Vice-President of the American 
Association of Applied Health 
Sciences. He also serves on the 
Board of Directors for the National 
Nutrition Research Foundation 
Prof. Bland is also the director of 
the Bellevue-Kearnono Medical 
Laboratory, which focuses on 
preventive, physical, and sports 
medicine. With a team of five 
medical doctors and a full service 
lab, nutritional assessments are 
made for individuals, primarily out-
patients, to bring them to the best of 
health and to diagnose any chronic 
disorders. 
Prof. Bland has written publica-
tions for both the professional corn- 
munity and the general public. His 
book, "Medical Applications of 
Clinical Nutrition," will be available 
in a couple of weeks as a source for 
professionals to use. "Your Health 
Under Seige: Using Nutrition to Fight 
Back," is his most popular general 
work, with over 100,000 copies of it 
sold in the past year. Later on this 
year, another book, "Nutraerobics," 
will be available for the general 
reading public. 
The original goal of Prof. Jeff 
Bland was not to be a nutrition ex-
pert, but to teach. He received his 
Bachelor of Science degree in 
Biology from the University of 
California at Irvine in 1967. He took 
some general science courses at a 
medical school, and, in 1971, he 
received his Ph.D. in Biochemistry at 
the University of Oregon. That same 
year, he came to teach at UPS. 
Prof. Bland's interest in nutrition 
started about nine years ago. One of 
his students, with plans of attending 
medical school, wanted information 
about the role of vitamins in 
biochemical processes. This sparked 
Prof. Bland into doing research into 
nutrition. 
In 1975, Prof. Bland became cer-
tified as a Clinical Laboratory Direc-
tor at the University of South 
Carolina Medical School. In 1977, he 
started his job as the director of his 
Bellevue clinic, and from 1977 to 
1978 he helped the Evergreen State 
College in developing a nutrition 
program. 
When asked what he would like to 
accomplish in the future, Prof. Bland 
replied he would still like to teach. 
He feels his job is to educate experts 
and ordinary people about nutrition 
and ways of improving health. 
This weekend, Prof. Bland is atten-
ding a conference in San Francisco 
to honor the noted Dr. Linus Pauling 
for his many years of service in the 
health care field. Prof. Bland will 
give one the three preliminary ad-
dresses in honor of him and in-
troduce some of his ideas through 
research Prof. Bland has done. 
After receiving a research grant, 
Prof. Jeff Bland has decided to in-
volve some U.P.S. students in three 
summer projects. Eric Bowton, Scott 
Dahl, Robin McRae, David Sam-
meth, Eric Prestbo, and Kaaren 
Sailer will be paid as full time 
workers and will be assisted by 
Chemistry Professor Bill Dasher. 
Much of the work will take place at  
the Bellevue-Redmond lab, with 
some research done at UPS. 
The first project is to determine 
the impact of nutritional fats on 
blood cell clumping. This blood cell 
clumping can lead to clots or a con-
dition called thrombosis, leading to 
heart attacks. The impact of fats on 
hormones will also be studied, along 
with research on fat-soluble 
nutrients, such as vitamin E and 
silenium. 
The second project is a study of 
the impact nutrition has on certain 
elements in hair tissue. There is a 
relationship between eating and hair 
- literally, what you eat shows up in 
your hair. This relationship will be 
examined throroughly. 
The third project has to do with 
determining the adequacy of the 
diet of specific individuals. This 
study will be done, like the others, 
with volunteers, mainly from the 
Bellevue clinic. 
by Jerry Everard 
The UPS Forensics team won top 
honors at the Pi Kappa Delta na-
tional tournament April 14-17. The 
team of eight students captured 13 
awards in the biennial tournament 
which coach Kristine Davis termed, 
"A really great finish to a year that 
was really good." 
The eight team members were 
Mark Turner (Sr), Isabelle Bauman 
(Sr), Bernie Platt (Jr), Joel Gleghorn 
(Jr), Debbie Gray (Sph), Wayne 
Hickenbottem (Sph), Krista 
Goldstine (Fr), and Jeff Moskovitz 
(Fr). This team of talent proved 
superior enough to capture the Presi-
dent's Award for their fraternity. 
This placed the UPS team as one of 
the five most outstanding chapters 
in the fraternity of 180 schools. 
The crux of the team however, 
was the individual performances. A 
particularly outstanding perfor-
manc" was given by Turner who won 
Superior honors in the Lincoln-
Douglas debate competition and Ex-
cellent honors in the Impromptu 
speaking. (Superior honors means a 
person placed in the top 10 percent 
category; Excellent, the top 30 per-
cent; and Good, top 50 percent.) 
Turner's performance was well com-
plimented by Gleghorn who receiv- 
Prof. Jeff Bland, for all his many 
achievements, insists he is not a 
"Superman." His projects could not 
be done without assistance from his 
agent and especially his staff. 
"Absence of disease does not 
mean the presence of health." This is 
the philosophy Prof. Bland would 
like to pass on to others. Most peo-
ple feel that if they follow the. 
R.D.A.s for nutrition, they must be 
healthy. They settle on "mediocre 
health" instead of being at their fit-
test. Proper nutrition, such as in-
creasing dosages of certain vitamins, 
can cure many chronic physical 
disorders and lead one to optimal 
health. 
Most importantly, it is up to the 
individual to influence his/her own 
health. With the proper knowledge 
and motivation, anyone can be 
healthy. Prof. Jeff Bland hopes to 
pass on this knowledge. 
Top 
ed Superior honors in Impromptu 
speaking and excellent honors in 
Lincoln-Douglas. 
The team loses Seniors Turner and 
Bauman, but will be all the more 
powerful as this year's freshmen 
continue on. The team was aided by 
freshmen performances such as that 
turned in by Goldstine. Goldstine 
captured Superior honors in Extem-
poraneous speaking. UPS's other 
freshman, Jeff Moskovitz captured a 
Good in Impromptu speaking. 
Because of their grand perfor-
mances this year, Goldstine and 
Gleghorn were selected by the 
University to receive the Dr. Russell 
Brooks Butler Barber communica-
tion arts scholarships. These awards 
are prestigious awards given to 
students with interest in com-
munications. 
Goldstine summed up the UPS 
finish at the tournament as, 
"Culminating an outstanding year 
for the individual members of the 
squad and Washington Alpha on the 
whole." Forensics is open to all UPS 
students, regardless of experience. 
They compete throughout the year 
in tournaments and sponsor debates, 
individual events and readers 
theater .  
Forensics Team Wins 
National Honors 
CURRA FITNESS PLUS 
20 percent Discount 
for all UPS Students! 
Questar Water Machines 
Co-ed Aerobic Dancing 
Heart Mate Aerobic Bikes 
Free Weights 
Jacuzzi 
Steve Curran Karate 
..;RAND 	 iONAL CHAMPION 
55108 6th Ave. 
if 
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MORE COLLEGE BRIEFS 
Reagan's Education Savings Account Going Nowhere 
Washington, D.C. (CPS) 
President Reagan's proposed 
Education Savings Account — in-
troduced to encourage parents to 
save for their children's college 
education and initially hailed as a 
good idea by college lobbyists here 
— apparently is a dead issue now. 
The proposal is "going nowhere, 
and has no chance of ever going 
anywhere" in Congress now, higher 
education lobbyists in Washington 
say. 
The plan would have allowed peo-
ple to put money away in a special 
college account, and then spare 
them taxes on the earnings from the 
money set aside for college. 
"There's simply no real en-
thusiastic support for it among 
higher education groups," reports 
Eric Wentworth, vice president of 
the Council for the Advancement 
and Support of Education. 
"Most people feel it offers little 
incentive, and that if it passed it 
could be used later by the Reagan 
administration to justify further 
reductions in financial aid," he adds. 
President Reagan proposed the 
Education Savings Account in early 
February as a part of his 1983-84 
higher education budget. At that 
time, rumors around Washington 
had it that the ESA would essentially 
be a carbon copy of the popular In-
dividual Retirement Account, which 
allows people to write off contribu-
tions to the account and earn tax-
free interest on the money. 
As it stands now, however, the ad-
ministration's ESA would provide 
tax-free earnings, but no tax deduc-
tions for the amount contributed. 
"The plan just isn't acceptable to 
most of the higher education com-
munity because, although the in-
terest earned on the savings would 
not be taxed, the contributions 
would be fully taxed. That's just not 
enough incentive for most people," 
says Dennis Martin with the National 
Association of Student Financial Aid 
Advisors. 
Reagan's ESA would allow annual 
contributions of up to $1000 per 
child, and the money could be used 
only towards tuition, room and 
board. 
But accounts could only be open-
ed for children for use between the 
ages of 18 and 26, explains Charlie 
Saunders, legislative director for the 
American Council on Education 
(ACE). 
"And the program cuts off at 
families whose income is over 
$50,000 to $60,000 a year," he adds. 
"That not only cuts off the people 
who would most likely be able to 
save, but it eliminates many older 
students who are going back to 
school. The range of people it would 
benefit is very narrow." 
Washington, D.C. (CPS) 
Restrictions on foreign students 
attending American colleges are 
about to get tougher in August, and 
may get even harder if Congress 
passes a new bill. 
The Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service (INS) announced last 
week that, as of August, it will give 
foreign students four years to com-
plete their coursework here. 
If they don't finish in that time 
and they want to continue going to 
school, they'll have to return to their 
home countries for two years before 
re-registering here, explains I NS 
spokeswoman Janet Graham. 
At the same time, congressional 
committees approved bills that, if 
approved by the full House and 
Senate, would force foreign students 
to return home for two years before 
becoming eligible to apply for per-
manent U.S. citizenship. 
Since then "a few bad people in 
the barrel have spoiled the batch," 
Shaffr SAN'S Some forpion chirionfc 
Thus, most higher education of-
ficials are waiting for a hybrid ESA 
that would offer more incentives for 
parents — and students themselves 
—especially since, once the program 
is in place, it could be used as a 
bargaining chip to reduce traditional 
financial aid programs. 
"We and the rest of the higher 
education community support the 
general concept of the ESA, as long 
as it in no way is construed as replac-
ing other forms of financial aid," 
says Kathy Ozer, legislative director 
for the U.S. Student Association 
(USSA), a Washington, D.C.-based 
student lobbying group. 
Kansas Senator Robert Dole, for 
one, has proposed an ESA for the 
last several years. It would allow 
have managed to stay on in this 
country for up to nine years. 
Until now, foreign student visas 
were good for "duration of status," 
meaning they lasted as long as the 
student remained a student and 
didn't violate any laws. 
As of August, however, the 
government will issue only visas that 
have a "date certain" expiration. 
Freshmen entering in 1983, for exam-
ple, will get visas that expire in 1987. 
Under the new rules, the INS will 
also need to know the student's ma-
jor, if the student changes majors, 
and if the student transfers schools, 
adds INS examiner Joe Cuddihy. 
Stewart hopes "there will be some 
exceptions" granted, especially for 
foreign students afraid to return 
home for political reasons. 
In any case, students will have to 
be more vigilant in maintaining their 
statuses, Shaffer says. They're not 
off to a good start. "The majority I 
deal with are not strongly aware of" 
the new visa requirements. 
Graham says the bills are 
necessary to "deter" foreign 
students whose "whole intent is 
never to go back home." 
But Carole Shaffer, international 
student advisor at the University of 
San Francisco, believes Congress is 
Dying to be thin? 
Kim Lampson, a prominent Seat-
tle therapist specializing in eating 
disorders, will be on campus May 
10th. She will be making a presenta-
tion on the complex and troubling 
diseases known as anorexia nervosa 
and bulemia, two disorders which 
primarily afflict women obsessed 
with weight loss. Topics to be 
discussed will include explanations 
of the diseases, causes, and effects, 
and ways to get help. 
Ms. Lampson conducts eating 
disorder support groups at Pro- 
parents to write off contributions as 
well as dividends on the account. 
And at least five other versions of 
the ESA — one would allow people to 
withdraw money for new home pur-
chases as well as for education ex-
penses — have come before Congress 
in the last several years, says a 
spokeswoman with the House Ways 
and Means Committee. 
"There certainly have been more 
generous educational tax-incentive 
plans proposed," notes ACE's 
Saunders. "And if nothing else, 
perhaps Reagan's proposal will 
generate some discussion on the 
subject." 
"We might even see a viable pro-
posal get somewhere in the next few 
years," he speculates. "But not this 
fiscal year." ' 
trying to keep out foreign students 
to save jobs for Americans. 
"It is our feeling that this legisla-
tion is being proposed without pro-
per justification," adds Georgia 
Stewart of the National Association 
of Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA). 
She insists congressional sponsors 
of the bill are using "old and not 
very reliable" information. 
The sponsors believe 40-to-50 per-
cent of the 325,000 foreign students 
now here are trying to gain perma-
nent resident status. 
Stewart says only about 15 per-
cent has in fact applied for resident 
status. "It's not a very remarkable 
figure," she notes. 
But the House Subcommittee on 
Immigration did pass an amendment 
that would exempt about 4,500 
foreigners who apply for certain col-
lege jobs — engineering teaching 
positions in particular — from the 
return-home requirement. 
No further congressional action is 
needed to enforce the INS' new rule 
that will put a definite limit on the 
foreigners' visas. 
Congress passed the law making 
the change possible in 1981, but the 
INS delayed putting the change into 
effect. 
vidence Hospital, and also publishes 
her own newsletter Hopeline, on the 
subject of anorexia and bulemia. A 
recovered anorexic, she seeks to in-
form and help those who are falling 
into harmful eating (or non-eating) 
patterns. 
The presentation will be made at 
7:00 p.m. in the Seward Hall Base-
ment, and is co-sponsored by the 
Counseling Center, the Heath & 
Wellness Center, and the 
Panhellenic Council. 
For further information, contact 
these groups. 
Restrictions On Foreign Students Tougher 
Eating Disorder Therapist Here 
of positions for 1983-84. The Trail announces the opening 
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Amnesty International Reviews Political 	 Killings 
Amnesty International has 
reported detailed evidence of illegal 
political killings by government 
forces or officially sanctioned death 
squads in more than 20 countries 
since 1980. 
Launching a worldwide campaign 
to expose such killings and mobilize 
public opinion to stop them, the 
movement pointed to blatant ex-
amples from countries as far apart 
as the Philippines, Syria and El 
Salvador. 
But these were only examples, an 
Amnesty International represen-
tative stressed. "Political killings in 
which governments must be held ac-
countable are reported from most 
regions of the world," he said. They 
ranged from massacres of villagers 
in Guatemala to assassination of 
targeted Libyans living in other 
countries. 
In a new 131-page report, 
"Political Killings by Governments," 
published to start the campaign, 
Amnesty International said: "Hun-
dreds of thousands of people in the 
past ten years have been killed by 
the political authorities in their 
countries." 
In all these cases, the victims were 
denied any protection from the law 
and were killed because of their real 
or suspected beliefs or activities, or 
their origins. The report refers to the 
slaughter of uncounted thousands in 
Uganda and Kampuchea in the 
1970's and to more recent patterns 
of mass liquidation, assassination 
and attempted official cover-ups  
in other countries. 
Establishing responsibility for 
political killings often posed a dif-
ficult challenge for the international 
community, as in India, where the 
government consistently failed to in-
vestigate police killings of suspected 
opposition activists, or in Lebanon 
under Israeli occupation, where 
refugees were massacred at the 
Sabra and Chatilla camps in 1982. 
An introductory section of the 
new report cites accounts of 
political killings in the 1970's and 
'80's in 27 countries, including 
Afghanistan, Argentina, Bolivia, the 
former Central African Empire, 
Chile, Colombia, Ethiopia, 
Equatorial Guinea, Iran, Mexico and 
Namibia. 
In some cases, political suspects 
were taken away in official custody 
and later reported killed in "armed 
clashes." In others, troops swept 
through neighborhoods or villages 
cutting a swathe of violent deaths. 
In others, plainclothes squads seized 
the victims at their homes or 
workplaces. 
Amnesty International emphasiz-
ed that it was spotlighting deliberate 
killings - not people killed acciden-
tally, even under torture, or in viola-
tion of government policy, or court-
ordered executions, although the 
movement also works for an end to 
all those, or killing in combat. 
A representative of the movement 
said: "The available evidence does 
not necessarily show that political 
killings by governments are increas- 
ing, as is sometimes assumed. What 
we have is more information on the 
killings and greater public 
awareness. The pressure of world 
opinion can give individual prisoners 
hope for fair trial or release instead 
of sudden death." 
The 
	
aim 	 of 	 Amnesty 
International's new campaign is to 
increase the pressure. Many 
members and supporters of the 
movement — it has over 350,000 in 
more than 150 countries — will be 
taking part in publicity drives, vigils, 
demonstrations and appeals aimed 
at governments of countries where 
killings have been reported and at 
other governments which will be 
asked to use their influence to help 
stop more killings. 
To find out more about Amnesty 
Internation and what you can do to 
help, attend the showing of the 
documentary "Your Neighbor's son, 
continued from page 1 
pected. All indicators, however, 
point to an increase in State based 
aid. If Congress votes as it is ex-
pected, estimated State aid to UPS 
students could increase by as much 
as $130,000. 
This expected increase in aid of 
almost half of a million dollars is 
particularly encouraging to UPS 
students since the University already 
ranks as one of the most successful  
the Making of a Torturer." Following 
the movie there will be a short ques-
tion and answer period by members 
of the Tacoma Adoption Group and 
the UPS Campus Network. The 
movie will be shown Sunday, May 
8th at 7:30 in the upstairs SUB 
lounge. 
This documentary depicts the 
training and daily routine of a con-
script in the Greek military police 
under the former military junta. 
While the film takes its departure 
point in Greece, the story it tells 
could take place in countries all 
over the world, in large and small 
communities alike, under dictator-
ships and civilian governments. This 
powerful but sensitive film looks at 
how human beings can become in-
struments of terror and torture and 
the systems that make such cruelty 
acceptable and necessary. 
schools in meeting student need. 
UPS meets approximately 90 per-
cent of all the student's needs, with 
almost two-thirds of the students 
receiving some sort of assistance. 
If students do not receive their aid 
packages by May 13 and they turned 
in their applications before the 
deadline, they should contact the 
Financial Aid Office. 
EXTRA! ! EXTRA! ! 
WRITE ALL 	 ABOUT IT! ! 
If you are interested in applying for one of these positions, contact the ASUPS office in SUB room 205. 
PREPARE FOR 
MCAT • LSAT • GMAT 
SAT • DAT • GRE • ACT • CPA 
NATIONAL MEDICAL & 
DENTAL BOARDS 
NURSING BOARDS 
TOEFL • VOE • ECFMG • 
FLEX • NPB I 
THE test 
preparation mp 	 N specialists 
EDUCATIONAL 	 since 1938 
CENTER 
Call Days. Evenings O. weekends 
SPEEDREADING classes begin June 15 
GMAT classes begin July 14, Aug. 31 for 
Oct 22 exam. 
MCAT classes begin june 25, 29 July 
25,28 Aug 27 for Oct. 1 exam. 
DAT classes begin July 27 for oct. 8 exam 
LSAT classes begin June 25, 28 July 25,28 
Aug 7, 16 for Oct. 1 exam. 
GMAT classes begin July 14 for 
Oct. 22 exam 
GRE classes begin Aug 16 for 
Oct. 15 exam 
1107 NE 45th #440 Seattl, 632-0634 
Breakfast For 
Champions 
A Weekly Sports Opinion Column 
by Sheldon Spencer 
At some point during the course 
of student events, the tassle on the 
mortarboard shifts from left to right 
and a select group of humans will 
pass from this world into the Great 
Beyond. 
That time has arrived for a few 
fortunates leaving Puget Sound. For 
some, the Monday after Graduation 
Day will mean rising and shining for 
a day at the office, or in the field, or 
over the stove. For others, Monday 
afternoon will mean perusing the 
skimpy "Help Wanted" section of a 
borrowed newspaper at the table of 
a rented hole in the wall. After toss-
ing the classifieds in disgust, the 
reader's gaze will fall upon the pic-
ture of another recent college grad: 
Stanford University economic major 
John E lway. 
He looks like the run of the mill 
college student. He wears his mor-
tarboard on his head, clutches his 
diploma in his left hand, and stands 
proudly between his Mom and Dad 
for the cheesecake shot. The caption 
beneath the photo will probably 
read: 
Stanford University grad John Elway 
finishes his collegiate career with a 
respectable 3.0 GPA and an 
economics degree. In his spare time, 
Elway managed to combine a foot-
ball and baseball career well enough 
to start a bidding war between 
owners of franchises in professional 
sports for his services. His salary is 
likely to eclipse the one million 
dollar mark, annually. 
John Elway has his choice of at 
least three jobs, in the locale of his 
choosing, at whatever salary suits 
him. 
Who says the quality of American 
education has declined? 
* ***** ****************** ******* 
As of this writing, it appears that 
John Elway, the great quarterback of 
Stanford University's college foot-
ball team for the past four years, has 
decided that the locale of his future 
employ, professional quarterback-
ing, will be in Denver, Colorado. 
Unless you have been spelunking in 
the caves of France, you know that 
this was a decision arrived at with 
great difficulty. In the grand design 
of things, as John sees it, he should 
have the right to pursue his vocation 
in the city of his choosing for 
employers who suit his fancy. After 
all, this is America, is it not? 
Unfortunately, a band of bad 
fairies residing in that disreputable 
sweatshop of an East Coast city, 
Baltimore, Maryland, did not want 
John to exercise his right. So despite 
his pleas that they leave him alone 
when it came their turn to par-
ticipate in the world's most sanc-
tified meat market, the pro football 
draft, the Baltimore Colts selected 
John Elway for their very own. They 
did not want to negotiate with the 
good fairies of the West, whom John 
wanted to join and live happily ever 
after with. The bad, ol' Colts declin-
ed the favors of two teams from Los 
Angeles, and a team in each of the 
cities of San Diego, Dallas, and even 
fair Seattle. John was theirs to have 
and to hold. 
Yet John and his good father Jack 
told the Colts that they were making 
a big mistake, and unless John's 
demands were met the Elways 
would always stay away. Finally, the 
leader of the bad fairies, the Colts 
owner Robert I rsay, realized that his 
clan had erred in selecting John 
against his wishes, and he traded the 
rights to sign Elway to the Good Hor-
sies of the West, the Denver Bron-
cos, for next to nothing in return. 
How John can feel free to exercise 
his rights. 
*********** ******** ************ 
Those grads reading the John 
Elway Story while balancing the 
zeroes in their checkbooks will find 
some solace in the fact that the 
American Dream does exist. By toss-
ing a football in fun and profit, 
Elway will make more money in a 
game than many of them will earn 
tossing rotting potatoes onto flatbed 
trucks for a summer, pitching hay in-
to a stable for a living, or crumbling 
newspaper accounts of his exploits 
into a fire - for heat. 
* *********** ************* ****** 
The "Breakfast For Champions" 
staff would like to thank Marlene 
Dean, Paul Klawitter, Todd Startzel, 
Andrea Alexander and Stan Williams 
for their contributions to the Loggers 
Sports section this year. In many in-
stances their help was volunteered; 
their aid was always welcomed. We 
wish them the best of luck for the 
future. 
"Breakfast" would also like to 
thank our loyal readers for their con-
stant feedback on the issues discuss-
ed under this banner. Both of you, 
Mom and Dad, should applaud 
yourselves. 
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LOGGER SPORTS 
B-Ballers Snare Three Prime 
J.C. Recruits 
The University of Puget Sound 
Loggers basketball team has signed 
three outstanding junior college 
players to help strengthen their cage 
squad for the upcoming 1983-84 
season. 
Centralia Community College's 
6'1" guard Alphonse Hammond will 
be joining the Loggers for the next 
couple of years. One of the premier 
junior college guards in the state this 
year, who led Centralia in six of 
eleven statistical categories and a 
second place finish in the state tour-
nament. Alphonse was a complete 
player averaging 19.7 points per 
game, shooting 53 percent from the 
field, 73 percent from the free throvy 
line, grabbing 185 rebounds (6.6 per 
game), dishing out 141 assists (5.0 
per game) and on top of this stealing 
the ball 85 times. Alphonse was 
voted Most Valuable Player in the 
Region II Community Colleges. 
Coach Zech comments, "Alphonse 
gives us a player of the caliber of a 
Charles Lowery (past UPS standout 
who plaed in the NBA) and should 
add real excitement to our team 
both on offense and defense." 
Craig Stevenson, a 6'9", 240 
pound Ft. Steilacoom Community 
College post player gives the Log-
gers a mature inside player. The 
twenty-three year old east coast 
native out of Maryland has proven 
ability and is an active player with a 
soft jumper from 20' or a strong ag-
gressive move to the basket. Craig 
scored 14 points per game, hitting 53 
percent of his shots, 70 percent of 
his freethrows and grabbing 225 re-
bounds (8.0 per game). Craig was 
named to the all region II second 
team. Coach Zech's comments, 
"Craig gives us a big strong inside  
player who should beef up our front 
line scoring as well as improving our 
overall rebounding." 
The third junior college player 
that signed a letter to attend UPS is a 
super quick 6' guard, Pat Garlock. 
The twenty-two year old comes out 
of Chemeketa Community College, 
located in Oregon, which won the 
Junior College Regionals this year 
after finishing third a year ago. Pat 
led Chemeketa Community College 
to 51 wins and only 8 losses during 
the last two years. During his 
sophomore year Pat averaged 9.2 
points per game, shot 61 percent 
from the field, 75 percent from the 
line and after dishing out 211 assists 
during his freshman year, came back 
to hand out 224 (7.5 per game) assists 
this year. Pat holds the school record 
in steals with 78. Coach Zech com-
ments, "With the doubtful availabili-
ty of play making guard Darin 
Gearheart (due to knee surgery), Pat 
will give us leadership both on the 
offensive and defensive end." 
"With the addition of these three 
junior college players and transfer 
Joe Whitney, along with the existing 
returning players, we look forward 
to some very competitive practices 
and an extremely successful 
season," added Coach Zech. 
Swimmers Make 
Waves at Nat.s 
Freshman phenom Sarah Rudolph 
turned in the second fastest 500 yd. 
freestyle clocking in the country arid 
the Puget Sound men finished 
seventh overall of twenty-five 
schools in the 1983 NCAA Div. II 
swimming and diving championships 
last March. 
Rudolph churned the distance in 
4:59.12, finishing behind only Cal-
State Northredge's Michele Hamp-
ton, who swam a meet record 
4:56.83. The women's team finished 
nineteenth overall, with 41 points. 
The men were paced by the 400 
medley relay squad's 3:29.57 timing, 
third best in nation. Ted Bibbes, Rob 
Powers. Damon Beninger, Steve 
Schmidt formed the team that finish-
ed second in finals. The men's 108.5 
points is very impressive in Head 
Coach Don Duncan's estimation, 
considering the youthfulness of the 
squad. 
A hearty congratulations is due 
Coach Duncan, Women's Head 
Coach Robbie Chandler and both 
swim squads. The Trail salutes you. 
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Former ASUPS President Michael Healey grabs a cue. 
SUB Gets Pool Table 
by Jerry Everard 
ASUPS presents its newest addi-
tion to the Student Union Building. 
Students now have a pool table 
available for use in the upstairs of 
the SUB. Thanks to efforts by former 
President Mike Healey and Programs 
Director Semi Solidarios, the Stu-
dent Body acquired this brand new 
pool table to provide what was felt 
as needed entertainment. 
The pool table will be open for 
use from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Students can checkout cues and 
balls from SUB 209 between 8:00 
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. or from the Cellar 
by Nancy Vreeland 
On April 30 at 2:00 p.m. an 
assemblage of learned and scholarly 
people gathered to discuss one of 
the most pertinent and haunting 
topics plaguing humans today: the 
value of rationality vs. the value of 
emotion. This discussion was 
presented by the English Majors 
Association and Women In Com-
munications, and it clearly express-
ed a Meeting of the Minds. 
Five selected professors each por-
trayed a prominent historical figure. 
Those represented were Voltaire 
(Michel Rocchi); Abelard (Francis 
Cousens); Randolph Bourne (Terry 
Cooney); Mary Wallstonecraft 
(Florence Sandler); and Matthew Ar-
nold (David Smith). Moderator was 
Esther Wagner. 
The format of the debate was 
structured so that each speaker 
could make opening remarks and 
then focus their energies on a 
specified target for the actual 
debate portion. The opening 
remarks served to introduce the au-
dience to the figure, and highlighted 
his/her philosophy toward rationali-
ty and emotion. In their speeches, 
each speaker jokingly referred to 
his/her colleagues as being "highly 
idealistic" or "somewhat uninform-
ed" and various humorous touches 
were added throughout to add some 
levity to the otherwise serious and 
intellectual discussion. 
It was obvious that much prepara-
tion had gone into the event, both on 
the part of the sponsors and the pro- 
from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Costs 
for this pool table will be 50 cents 
per half-hour. Oh, and don't forget 
your I.D.; I.D.'s will be required for 
checkout. 
The hope of the student government 
in charging for table use is to make 
back part of the initial cost of the 
pool table. This table will also be us-
ed as an experimental table to 
discern student need and desire for 
such recreation. It is felt that this 
table could provide grounds for 
pushing for a game room in the SUB 
Renovation plans. 
fessors. Though attendance was not 
as high as might be expected, those 
who did partake in this "feast for the 
brain" appeared enthusiastic and 
eager to soak up knowledge. 
And I was no exception. With 
each speech, I became more riveted 
and more involved, and I left in a 
highly contemplative mood. This 
was the aim — to inspire and to 
enlighten — and I can say with all 
honesty that certainly the arrow hit 
its target! 
Announcements 
W.P.P.S.S. 
Have you ever wondered how the 
Washington Public Power Supply 
System got into the financial 
nightmare it's currently in? Well this 
Monday, May 9 at 3:30 in Mc106, Mr. 
Mike Berry, former president of 
Seafirst Bank and now a member of 
the WPPSS Executive Board will 
speak on how WPPSS got where it is 
currently, and where it's going from 
here. Questions will be answered 
following the presentation. Don't 
miss this opportunity to hear about 
the implications of our own WPPSS! 
Presented by Phi Chi Theta Business 
Fraternity. 
Students interested in Winterim to 
Paris 1984, please come to an infor-
mation session, Monday, May 9, at 
4:00 in Library 217. Professor Michel 
Rocchi will discuss the travel details  
by Jerry Everard 
The White Paper open forum held 
Tuesday evening was greeted by 
students with a stupendous turnout. 
The Student Life Committee 
gathered in the Snack Bar Tuesday 
evening in order to canvass student 
opinion on the proposed changes 
embodied in the White Paper. It was 
hoped that students would be pre-
sent so that they might address the 
White Paper issues. Unfortunately, 
less than ten students made an ap-
pearance. 
The open forum was conducted, 
however, and the few students pre-
sent did address a few particulars. 
Most of the discussion centered 
around two topics; faculty and ad-
ministrative intentions in proposing 
the White Paper and concerns about 
the freshman experience. 
Members of the committee made 
their views clear that, as David 
Smith put it, "the program is for the 
students, hopefully to be run by 
students." Smith and others stressed 
that the paper was not an attempt by 
the University to gain authoritarian 
control over stydents and process 
them through like a machine. Their 
goal is to ensure that the University's 
goals are being met outside the 
classroom as well as in. 
The remainder of the hour was 
spent discussing the problems which 
may be associated with the common 
freshman experience. Students 
brought up a couple of good points 
page 15 
during this part of the session. A 
point was made that by having an 
all-freshman dorm, contact with up-
per classmen which is needed for 
growth may be stunted. Some 
students feel that the very reasons 
that the committee uses to justify 
trying to increase relative age on 
Greek row are forgotten when they 
suggest reducing the relative age on 
campus. 
Questions were also raised as to 
whether establishing class unity by 
requiring 92 percent of freshmen to 
live on campus is actually desirable. 
Some students expressed concern 
that when freshmen are forced to 
find housing off-campus their 
sophomore year, their lack of in-
teraction with upper classmen dur-
ing the freshman experience may 
cause difficulties in readjusting to 
their new living situations. 
It appears that many angles must 
be considered yet that may have 
been overlooked by several 
members of the committee who 
have been separated from campus 
life for several years. Student input 
is a vital part of the White Paper pro-
posal process. In order to attempt to 
increase student input, several more 
forums were proposed as well as 
several conferences for next fall. 
The general hope at the close of 
Tuesday night's meeting was that 
student participation would increase 
at future forums. 
Noted Minds Meet 
White Paper Forum Turnout Dismal 
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The Outdoor Movie 
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of the 
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in the Ail 
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From The Chairman: 
Socially Elite Committee 
Dear Friends: 
It is with great pleasure that I was able to cash in on the 
ASUPS Christmas in March account in order to finance this 
extravagant weekend which I have discussed with the 
Senate body in sexual and phallic terms. 
Before you is our first ever Cold Spring Weekend, provid-
ed for you by the Socially Elite Committee to ensure the 
maximum amount of knowledge possible, before you alter 
the state of your mind. 
This weekend is the culmination of several nights at the 
West End involving every resident of the Olympia Club in 
its execution, and a large gift of hours from Phi Delta Theta. 
Phi Delta Theta has graciously offered to provide janitorial 
services throughout the weekend with the cooperation of 
Delta Delta Delta. A huge , thank you to them - and when 
you see these people around, give them a pat on the back: 
Ken Battlefield 	 Jennifer Suspender 
Ava Barkley 	 Ben ji the Wonder Dog 
Mike Sheep 	 Andy Allseasons 
Linda Shafley 	 Suzanne Crockpot 
Greg Hones 	 Mr. Magoo 
Carol Crammer 	 Melinda Willdoit. 
Marina Johannesberg Reisling 
As well, this weekend would not be possible without the 
help and support of our sponsor, Cold Spring Beer, adver-
tisers (please chastise them), U.P.S. Safety & Curb Painting 
Company (Ron Garrison and Brute Saddleher), the Dean of 
Students Uttice (especially Sincerely and Devo), and A.S.B. 
(As Students Believe). 
A huge thank you to everyone and I hope you get so 
BLASTED that you sell a Buick at the porcelain pony. 
Welcome to the Socially Elite Committee's largest expen-
diture ever, Cold Spring Weekend 1983. 
R.E. (Really Enthusiastic) Clement Richandproud III 
P.S. A very special thanks to Kim Adams and Carol Crammer 
for doing all of the work. 
Open Mike Goes Up In Smoke 
The Editor of the radical journal, 
Squirrelly Whinesalot, claims that 
of the Antique Sandwich Company. 
rents Review ended with the burning 
	
The Open Mike held by Crosscur- 	 Loony left town on Saturday, and 
has remained unavailable for com-
ment ever since. 
rents is packed full of directions for 
This spring's issue of Crosscur- 
homemade Molotov cocktails, fire 
	
the fire was not started by anyone 	
insurance price quotas, and transla- 
	
connected with the magazine. It 	
tions of statutes of limitations. Also turns out, however, that the last 
included in this spring's issue is a 
	
speaker of the evening was Surly 
	
portfolio of the editor's work. Loony, and she read a short story en- 
titled "Cremation Celebration." Ms. 
Surface•to-Air Missile Show, 
Friday, May 6, The Socially Elite Committee of U.P.S. 
welcomes Al Hague from the Defense Department with an 
entourage of minute men. Receiving rave reviews at S.A.C. 
headquarters in South Dakota, they will attempt to put on 
the most memorable shows that any of us have seen. 
The display will be the largest ever, and will be the envy 
of all college sponsored ROTC organizations along the 
West Coast (especially the Lutes). 
The event will begin at 11:30 pm, and conclude twenty 
minutes later leaving only the sensation, and the invocation 
of the thrill. 
PLAYSCHOOL SHOWS Inc. 
Presents 
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The Combat Zone Is Intended as a satirical work and has, as such been 
set off from the rest of the newspaper. Any resemblance to any per-
son,place or thing is purely coincidental. 
Mr. Vomit. 
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